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interactions with electric and magnetic fields
Energetic particles in the solar system
streaming plasma
interaction between magnetic dipoles and
Magnetospheres
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• reconnection
•“diffusion” of magnetic field lines
• effects of finite resistivity
REAL MHD:
• no space charges
• High conductivity
IDEAL MHD:
may vary on different time scales.
by the interactions processes itself, and their location
to walls in laboratory plasmas). Boundaries are formed
• In general, there are no fixed boundaries (corresponding
one reason for the high effective conductivity.
• Huge volumina take part in the interactions which is
high conductivity.
trostatic fields, fields are generated by moving fluids of
• No permanent magnetic fields and no stationary elec
Some particular aspects:
COSMIC ELECTRODYNAMICS
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Maxvvell’s stress tensor for B -·= (0,0,12);
1:1 pg 3:2:) L . (B¢Bj "`Z6ikBz)7fz = (J ><B)¢ = Z ~···
, .» 3 1 8
Without proof:
—gradp—I—j XB-|—§°., ..d;d" z
Elgefs equation (no viscosity) for continuum (fluid)
an charge density pe, current j.
* ,f Z pe-E; +5X B
on point charge e with velocity 6
K = 6 (E + U X B
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leads to MHD-equations
= — 1‘OtB
= L -1-2 X B
Replace
j, = 0(E + E X B)
(can be derived from Lorentz-invariance):








ability, 110 dielectric properties, no space charges)
1: no permeMaxvs{e11’s equations (p = 1, e
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diff OCLL,LLOO'.
UH leads to time constant for fieldline diffusion
Diffusive term with Dm
(Starting point for dynamo theory!)
Motion {Z of plasma determines B.
‘frozen-in" term diffusive term
Bt
_, rot (u XB) + DmAB
BB
Magnetic forces influence motion of plasma.
—grad p + j X B
-0 -+d;d-, r'
(relation between {E and B!)
l\/[HD—equations:
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EULFILLED IN MIC PLASMA.
—> "EB.OZEN-IN’ NDITION MAX_-.B In.L
tdiff as 150000 years
3. INTERPLANETARY PLASMA, L = 10b km:
2. SUNSPOT, L = 30 000 km: rdiff = 4 years
1. Cu, L = 10 Cm: tdiff = 0.7 Sec
hug ¤ -5- —’= LANG?
/ \
·—-¤-·#=·—· CYLINDER
Dm AB diffusion equationig
Let U = O
MAGNETIQQ FIELD LINES‘DIFFUSION’
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field.
Intimate relation between plasma and magnetic
Plasma carries magnetic field (and vice versa).





gb : /0 B d6' magnetic flux
Consider plasma motion of closed contour C
gt
rot ( 6 >< B
BB
The case of ideal MHD: 0
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Solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field.
B Ep; >EM: Plasma carries MF. Example:
arches.
ing perpendicular to field. Example: Coronal
A EM >Epl: MF keeps plasma from flow
Special cases
Alfvén waves
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CALF % 45 l{1'I1S
CALF = y/B2/usp
(elastic waves along rope
ALFVEN WAVES
CMA Z C3 + CEILF
?> 6 = vp + B2/2uo
MAGNETO-ACOUSTIC WAVE
cs z 30 kms
solar windcs = ,/7p/ p1|I|1Ii|'\l`?
6 2 WP
SIMPLE ACOUSTIC WAVES
p = mass density
eneral: cw = \/e/ p e : "e1a.sticity’
MHD—WAVES
tdiff OC LA[J.OO' OCR Output
Important over small spatial scales. Remember:
Finite resistivity required (non-ideal MHD).
HOW and WHERE?
reconnection.
• Cut field lines and glue them together again
open magnetic field lines)
photosphere of the Sun into the corona along
ionosphere into the magnetosphere or from the
• Thread it from the end (inject plasma from the
How can we remove the pearls from the string?
Reconnection
Domain of simulations! OCR Output
particle acceleration
LARGE ELECTRIC FIELDS
increase of reconnection rate
anomalous resistivity
"REGION OF PLASMA HEATING
on small scales
R qé O : finite resistivity
R=O:0=<>0E+’E><R=R
*









CHANGE OF CONDUCTIVITY OCR Output
TRANSPORT OF PLASMA
(not all solutions stationary!)
LINES
RECONNECT ION OF MAGNETIC FIELD
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The extent of the heliosphere and the transition to the
tures.
The relation between coronal and interplanetary struc
The solar wind.
Individual features (sunspots, filaments, arches,
complex).
The structure of the solar corona (unipolar, bipolar,
Sun.
• The solar cycle and the general magnetic field of the
layers: photosphere, chromosphere, corona.
• The temperature profile 0f the Sun and the atmospheric
Some guidelines:
THE SUN AND THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM
Iphvf ~lO.46 (10000A OCR Output
N
{ais (3 ooo./X)
B z 4000 Gauss AT z I600°
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Cl\/[Es (Coronal Mass Ejections) OCR Output
FLARES —l
processes of solar activity:












Giampapa, same place) OCR Output
(Baliunas and Jastrow, Nature 6 Dec 1990;
sufficient for z 1° CLIMATIC EFFECT
of time in magnetic minima.
Conclusion: Sun may spend considerable amount
f1at".( )
Roughly 1 /3 of solar type stars are "magnetically
minimum" state)
activity, "Maunder
1965 70 75 80 85 (long term lull in
STAR HD 9562
0.15 |* Q z;y.:,,°s••,;,y.:.··b ·' ,,‘.,.;;;“_·..
• Q | 04.. 5-} z : ·•`* °'· I°*P °:"°••°0.2 r- ·· (normal cycle)
STAR HD 81809
measure for magnetic activity.
measure for temperature
Brightness in Ca. H+K lines
13 stars studied monthly since 1966.
same magnetic fields!)(same age and mass
OCR OutputSTUDY OF 74 SOLAR TX 15 STARS
origin OCR Output
Plasma carries MAGNETIC FREDLICQ of solar
fast streams
Strong TEMPORAL VARIATIONS, "recurrent’
Tpz3·104...4·105 K (Tcz (1-2)-106K)
ii z 3 — 5 protons/cm3, n = 0.1 — 80 cm
Vw z 400 km/s, Vw = 300.. .700 km/s
RADIAL STREAMING without interruption
Results of continuous measurements:
1962 Neugebauer and Snyder: Mariner 2
1957 Parker model: steady expansion
1950 Biermami: cometary tails
Hydrostatic equilibrium
SOLAR WIND
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I`CIliI'Il€di&D sp1ra
-----— - —v->- - -1- ——
xl , Y
57 = 511T
z 5 · 10""Ga.uss 2 Gauss
’l"=T'E . 213) B*‘=*‘c- r; 2
Ea,1·th’s orbit = 213 r®
B(v" _ ,,,-2
·rrB2v*§ = const.Q Z WBITT
Fr0zen—in magnetic Hel
RADIAL EXPANSI
from seiar minimum enwards OCR Output
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loops to open field lines! OCR Output
Origin of slow solar wind: transition from closed
the corona.
Related to general question of the heating of
coronal holes (supply of sufficient energy).
Realistic model for high speed streams from
OCR OutputSOLAR WIND: SOME OPENOPROBLEMS
T0p010gica.1 structure 0f the Ea,rth’s magnetosphere OCR Output
PARTICLE ENTRY!
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closed form available.) OCR Output
(Well developed theory, results in
magnetic field.
large- and small-scale structures of the
Particles are used as probes for the
scattering
TURBULENT FIELDS: pitch angle
ing, reflection, drift)
SMOOTH FIELDS: adiabatic (focus
PROPAGATION
:> p =-· I/Vg, — m§c4 = const
electric fields E z O
density
6 Z €¤€1°€ZY€PL > 6MF >€PART
In wide regions of the heliosphere:
(suprathermal)(thermal)
FIELDS PARTIOLES
PLASMA — MAGNETIC —— ENERGETIO
BABTICLES AND FIELDS
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plasma waves.
Wave-particle interactions, generation of turbulence and
A variety of effetcs leads to particle acceleration.
The thermal plasma has a tail of suprathermal particles.
electric fields.





moving magnetic fieldsdo/dt ~ {Eds b)
(Betatron)
temporal changes2. 6B/at qé 0




How de we get electric fields?
z PARTICLE ACCELERATION 75 O)
netic fields)
(Notably near bcundaries and in complex mag
ELECTRIC FIELDS IN "AC'I`IVE" PLASMA
= hypothetical
MHD-turbulence) I (anomalous comp.)?
(self-generated I termination shock
at shocks solar Hares? 10 GeV?) OCR Output
Fermi-effect 500 KeV)interplanetary shocks I (Q
non-linear 50 KeV)Earth’s bow shock I (3
Fermi—effect) acceleration?
(2nd order interplanetary turbulence
acceleration (second phase?); I sumcient
stochastic solar Hares fast for
PLASMAS I fixed energy
ACTIVE I double layers aurora] particles I peak at
substorms
tail bursts magnetic
magnetic energy) I magnetospheric —-> I origin of
(release of (first phase);
fast reconnection I solar Hares
cosmic rays:
MHD low energy solar hypotheticalE.L B
i i
slow reconnection I solar corona?
energy gainshocks
shock drift interplanetary fast, limited
interplanet. shocks
second order: slow process
super—events'!
(linear) approaching shocks? [ hypothetical
MHD F ermi—effect Hrst order: fast process
Jupiter, Saturn)
spheres (Earth,




ACCELERATION PROCESSES IN THE SOLAR
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Energetic particle components in the solar system
(F) PLANETARY MAGNETOSPHERES AND BOW SHOCKS
(COROTATING EVENTS)
(EI COROTATING INTERACTION REGION
my s=LAma—¤NmArs¤ sH0c»< wAvEs (Esp-EVENTS) SHOCK
REVERSE(CI FLARES IN SOLAR ATMOSPHERE
/0 A(~0T TO SCALE)
/’\ (I:) sow suocx C b














RAYS; 106 years? (~ 1015 eV) OCR Output
GALACTIC COSMIC
FLARES: seconds (~ 109 eV)
~ hoursIPL SHOCK: (~ 106 eV)
BOW SHOCK: 10 minutes (~ 105 eV)
Vit Val II/it




b) time dN " SW
lead to power laws
a) stochastic processes (-I- no particle collisions!)
Nature’s solution:
waves lead to losses and gains!
arbitrary phase relations between particles and
PROBLEM: no systematic forces
(6B/B z 7%, 6epa,., z 6(B2/2,%)) OCR Output
rection: ~ 1Qrnin
Time constant after switch-on to radial field di
back)
waves and particles grow together (positive feed
gets efficient (A small!)
scattering of additional protons, Fermi-effect
proton—cyclotron waves
two-stream instability
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ISEE—2 INSTRUMENT (Lindau / Kiel)
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gyration, focusing/ mirroring, and drift
Charged particle propagation in smooth magnetic fields:
KN Q<O
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240 MONTHLY MEAN SUNSPOT NUMBERS
cosmic my intensity with the solar cycle (below)
Variation of Sunspot numberl(above) and
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